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2287 ELECTROCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF A MICROBIAL FUEL CELL (MFC) THAT UTILIZES COW
MANURE AS ENERGY SOURCE
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Microbial fuel cells are new types of bioreactors that convert the chemical energy encountered in organic matter direct-
ly to electricity. The efficiency of this energy conversion is potentially higher than described in other environmental tech-
nologies focused on energy production from organic wastes, such as biogas utilization. A MFC reactor utilizes microor-
ganisms as catalysts to transfer electrons from the biological oxidation of the organic matter to an electrode (anode) in
anaerobic conditions. The electrons flow through a conductive wire from the anode to a cathode, which is placed in a
second compartment with oxidizing conditions. Here the electrons complete the circuit through transfer to an oxidant
(such as O2). The two compartments are physically divided by means of a non-conductive separator, enabling diffusion
of protons and ions between the anode and cathode compartments to complete the electronic circuit. In the cathode
cell, water is produced from the electrons and protons that reduce O2. Therefore a continuous and profitable electric
current between the electrodes is formed, without biogas accumulation (except CO2). MFC technology is still in its infan-
cy and most of surveys have been carried out using biodegradable synthetic media (glucose and  volatile fatty acids) in
reactors constructed from too expensive materials for their scale up and commercial application. The results presented
show that cheap materials such as cow manure and polyethylene membrane are feasible for MFC operation, achieving
higher electricity production than described for other MFC reactors that oxidize complex organic wastes. The voltage
and the maximum power output density obtained in the presented MFC reactor were 580 mV and 277 mW / m2, respec-
tively. Polarization curves showed that acetate amendment (50 mM) increased significantly (20%) the power output to
360 mW/m2 (3.5Ω of external resistance), and the maximum current density to 1883 mA/m2, whith a maximum cell
voltage of 711 mV. Further research will focus on the improvement of energy efficiency and production to reach eco-
nomical competitiveness, and to understand the ecophysiology of microbial populations that inhabit MFC reactors con-
structed with low cost materials.
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The purpose of this research was to design and characterize a lab scale, one chamber microbial fuel cell (MFC) that will
be used for the treatment of a variety of wastewaters, acidogenic extracts, and leachates. The MFC consisted of a hor-
izontal cylinder built in plexiglass 78 mm long (between electrodes) and 48 mm internal diameter. The cylinder was fit-
ted with a circular anode made of stainless steel plate 1 mm thickness and a cathode made of a sandwich of 3 circu-
lar layers (from inside to outside): proton exchange membrane, flexible carbon-cloth containing 0.5 mg/cm2 platinum
catalyst, and a perforated plate of stainless steel 1 mm thickness. The cathode was in direct contact with atmospheric
air on the metallic plate side. The surface area of anode per unit volume was 12.82 m2/m3. The MFC was inoculated
with 143 mL inoculum from a methanogenic, complete mix reactor. Biomass concentration in the inoculum was ca.
200 mg VSS/L. The MFC was loaded with 7 mL of a model leachate concocted with a mixture of organic acids and min-
eral salts with ca. 16 g COD/L. The MFC was batch-operated for 50 h at 37 ºC. Initial and final pH were 7.66 and 8.32,
respectively. The circuit of the MFC was fitted with an external, variable resistance device in order to estimate the value
of the internal resistance of the MFC. This value is one of the main characteristics of a MFC, because according with
the Theorem of Jacobi of maximum power delivered by an emf, a MFC fitted with an external resistance equal to its
internal resistance will give a maximum power output. In this regard, we carried out the polarization curve of the MFC,
that is, cell voltage (VMFC) and current intensity (IMFC) against external resistance value. First, the open circuit volt-
age was determined to be ~0.36 V. After 1 hour, the polarization curve was determined by monitoring the VMFC and
IMFC at increasing values of the external resistance and viceversa. The average polarization curve was non linear. An
average slope to such curve was calculated and gave a value of ~32 kΩ for the internal resistance of MFC. Afterwards,
the open circuit voltaje of the cell was monitored again and a value of 0.35 V was found. The latter agreed very well
with the first value of the open circuit voltage, further validating the whole polarization curve procedure. The MFC devel-
oped a power output near 5x10-5 mW when tested with an external resistance of 32 kΩ. This value is considered to be
low, and it was determined by the high value of the internal resistance. Hence, further research is needed regarding
ways to minimize the internal resistance and increasing power output of our MFC model.
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